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Outline Drawing

DIM. INCHES MM
MIN. MAX. MIN. MAX.
A 0.119 0.125 3.02 3.175
B 0.077 0.083 195 2.10
C 0.055 0.065 139 1.65
D -- -- .025 -- .63

NOTES:
1. METAL PARTS TO BE GOLD PLATED MIN TO P.S.I.
2. MARKING TO BE:
   A) DIGITAL WHERE THE FORM IS MAXXX OR MAXXXX AND A CATHODE BAND OR POLARITY SYMBOL OR
   B) COLOR DOTS AND/OR COLOR BAND. THE COLOR BAND DENOTES CATHODE END AND FIRST DIGITS OF TYPE NUMBER (SILVER FOR "HAAP" AND GOLD FOR "MAAP") AND COLOR DOTS WHERE IF: THE FIRST DOT IS GOLD IT DENOTES "HAAP" OTHERWISE THE DOTS REPRESENT THE 2ND, 3RD, ETC. DIGITS OF TYPE NUMBER.
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